Abstract. We applied the novel ProteinChip® technology (SELDI-MS) to investigate and identify differentially regulated proteins upon myocardial remodelling in different heart regions. Tissue samples were isolated from the atria, the interventricular septum, and the right and left ventricles three months after surgically-induced myocardial infarction (MI) in rats. Corresponding protein extracts from control versus MI hearts were analysed on two different ProteinChip surfaces. In each of the functionally distinct cardiac regions, we obtained specific protein profile alterations upon myocardial remodelling. Most alterations were observed in the non-infarcted right ventricle, where down-regulation occurred more frequently than up-regulation of protein expression. Three of the differentially regulated proteins were identified: the metabolic enzyme triosephosphate isomerase (TIM), the cell signalling protein Raf-1 kinase inhibitory protein (RKIP), also known as phosphatidylethanolamine binding protein (PEBP), and the small heat shock protein B-crystallin. These proteins showed a pronounced tissue-dependent regulation. TIM was down-regulated only in the atrium and in the left ventricle, RKIP/PEBP was down-regulated only in the right ventricle and in the interventricular septum, and B-crystallin was up-regulated only in the right and in the left ventricle. A simple correlation of peak intensity changes using two of the identified peaks demonstrated the diagnostic potential of SELDI-MS. We conclude that this novel proteomic method is a powerful high-throughput tool for the fast detection of region-specific cardiac protein profiles in small biopsy samples, and that SELDI-MS may become a useful complementary technique for the diagnosis and prognosis of cardiac diseases.

Introduction

Heart failure is a major public health problem. Although the survival rate after the onset of heart failure has improved during the last few years, the 5-year age-adjusted mortality rates are still very high (59% in men and 45% in women) (1). One of the major causes of heart failure is ischemic heart disease (2), often accompanied by established myocardial infarction. Scarred myocardium does not contribute to contraction, leading to secondary volume overload, to pathological hypertrophy of the remaining left ventricle, and in later stages, to ventricular enlargement and pump failure. The term ‘cardiac remodelling’ comprises all of these phenomena (3). The clinical course after myocardial infarction is often accompanied by life threatening ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation, the most common cause of sudden cardiac death in the middle-aged and elderly population (4).

In heart failure, several alterations at the cellular level have been reported, such as lysis of myofibrils, deformation of the sarcoplasmatic reticulum, and replacement of contractile myocytes by fibrous tissue (5,6). Recently, extensive genomic and proteomic analyses have provided insight into the molecular mechanisms of cardiac remodelling, and many differentially regulated proteins have been reported (7-17).

Despite enormous effort and progress, specific pathophysiological pathways leading to the development and consolidation of a remodelled myocardium are still poorly understood, and genomic and proteomic methods are still far removed from being applied in the diagnosis and prognosis of heart failure. This is in part due to technical limitations. Genomic techniques such as mRNA differential display or microarray gene profiling are powerful regarding sensitivity and throughput, but there is often a poor correlation between transcript levels and the amount of the respective proteins, the molecular effectors in the cells (18,19). On the other hand, proteomic techniques such as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis are time-consuming and require a starting sample amount in the micromolar range. This makes a high-throughput analysis of the cardiac proteome a laborious task.

A proteomic method that offers all the advantages of a chip-technology is the surface enhanced laser desorption/
ionization-mass spectrometry (SELDI-MS). This ProteinChip® technology uses chromatographic surfaces able to retain proteins depending on their physico-chemical properties, followed by direct analysis by time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) (20). Because proteins are retained on the surface, contaminants such as buffer salts or detergents can be easily washed away prior to MS analysis, thus eliminating the need for pre-separation techniques. The extremely low sample requirements of this technique are ideal for small biopsy samples or low cell number tissue extracts (21). When specific changes between the protein profiles of the different groups of samples are found, the proteins can be isolated by different chromatographic or electrophoretic techniques, digested by enzymatic cleavage and finally identified by peptide mapping. The predominant majority of SELDI-MS studies were carried out using cancer tissues and biological fluids, and several novel biomarkers have been identified so far (22).

In the present study, we applied SELDI-MS technology to analyse alterations of protein profiles upon myocardial remodelling in a rat infarct model. We compared protein profiles of small tissue samples from atria, the interventricular septum, and the left and the right ventricle. Our data demonstrate that these different heart regions respond specifically at the molecular level to the infarct, with most changes occurring in the right but not in the hypertrophied left ventricle. Three of the differentially regulated proteins were identified by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) and peptide mapping experiments. Implications of the SELDI-MS technique for basic research and for the clinical diagnosis and prognosis of heart failure are discussed.

Materials and methods

Experimental myocardial infarction (MI) in rats. Female Lewis rats (3 months of age, weight 180-210 g) were used in all experiments. Myocardial infarction was induced as previously described (23). Briefly, after an intraperitoneal injection of 30 mg/kg pentobarbital, a tracheotomy was performed, and general anaesthesia was maintained with artificial ventilation (O2-N2O-isoflurane). A left lateral thoracotomy was performed, the pericardium was opened, and the left anterior descending artery was ligated 1-2 mm distal to its origin from the ascending aorta. After three months, rats were anaesthetised by inhalation of a mixture of 50% O2 and 50% CO₂ and sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The hearts were excised, rinsed in saline to remove excess blood, and the scarred tissue and great vessels were removed. Specimens were dissected into atria (A), the right ventricular free wall (RV), interventricular septum (S), and the remaining posterior/inferior part of the left ventricle (LV). To analyse cell length and thickness, ventricular cardiomyocytes of MI and control rats were obtained by enzymatic dissection with collagenase, as previously described (24), and the respective cell parameters were obtained with a laser scanning microscope (LSM 510, Zeiss, Germany) and the implemented software. The investigation conforms with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institute of Health (NIH publication no. 85-23, revised 1985).

Cell lysate preparation. Heart tissues were homogenised mechanically with an Ultra-Turrax T8 homogenizer (IKA Labortecnik, Staufen, Germany) in ice-cold lysis buffer (1 ml per 20 mg tissue) containing 2 mM MgCl₂, 3 mM 2-β-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), protease inhibitor cocktail (1 tablet of Complete™ Mini per 10 ml buffer; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany), 0.1% 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propane sulfonate (CHAPS), and 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). Cell lysates were vortexed for 2 min at 4°C, stored on ice for 30 min, and finally centrifuged for 20 min at 14,000 rpm (4°C). The supernatant was immediately analysed. The protein concentration was determined (Bio-Rad protein kit) to allow for a comparable sample load onto the chip surfaces. Protein concentrations of lysates were adjusted to nearly 1.5 mg/ml.

SELDI-MS ProteinChip binding and analysis. The protein lysates were analysed on an anionic (SAX) and cationic exchanger array (WCX, Ciphergen Biosystems Inc., Fremont, CA) as described elsewhere (25). Briefly, spots on the arrays were equilibrated, and the ProteinChip array was incubated in a humidity chamber for 90 min at room temperature after application of the protein sample. Afterward, spots were washed and air dried. After application of 2x0.5 μl saturated sinapinic acid (Sigma) dissolved in 50% acetonitrile (Sigma) containing 0.5% trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma), mass analysis was performed in a ProteinChip reader (PBS-II, Ciphergen Biosystems), according to an automated data collection protocol. Normalization of all spectra was performed using total ion current. Cluster analysis of the detected signals and the determination of respective p values were carried out with the Biomarker Wizard program (version 3.0, Ciphergen Biosystems Inc.). For p value calculation, spectra with at least 10 signals in the range between 2 kDa and 20 kDa exhibiting a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 5 were selected and analysed with the Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric data sets.

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and in-gel digestion. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and in-gel digestion were performed as described elsewhere (25). In brief, isoelectric focusing (IEF) was carried out on a Multiphor II (Amersham) using 17-cm IPG strips in a pH range of 3-10. Vertical SDS-PAGE was performed in a cooled PROTEAN II xi Cell (Bio-Rad) using 12% acrylamide gels. The gels were stained with Simply Blue safe stain (Enhanced Coomassie, Invitrogen). Excised gel pieces were destained and dried. After rehydration and digestion with 10 μl of a trypsin solution (0.02 μg/μl; Roche Diagnostics GmbH) at 37°C for 7 h, supernatants were applied directly on a NP20 ProteinChip array (Ciphergen Biosystems Inc.). After digestion, the protein lysates were externally calibrated with five standard proteins including Arg8-vasopressin (1082.2 Da), ACTH (2933.5 Da), and insulin β-chain (3495.94 Da). Peptide fragment masses were analysed using the ProteinChip reader. The spectra for the peptide mapping experiments were externally calibrated using five standard proteins including Arg8-vasopressin (1082.2 Da), somatostatin (1637.9 Da), dynorphin (2147.5 Da), ACTH (2933.5 Da), and insulin β-chain (3495.94 Da). Proteins were identified using the fragment masses generated through trypsin digestion by searching in a database (http://129.85.19.192/profound_bin/ WebProFound.exe).
Characterisation of MI rats. The operation resulted in large anterior myocardial infarctions in ~80% of the operated animals. Atria (A), the right ventricle (RV) and the non-infarcted part of the left ventricle (LV) were hypertrophied three months after the infarct. Large scars were present in the anterior and lateral wall of the left ventricle. The hearts of the MI rats were markedly enlarged with a nearly doubled heart to body weight ratio (9.5±0.5 g/kg for MI rats versus 5.2±0.2 g/kg for controls), similarly as previously described for this model (26,27). Analysing morphological changes of remodelled cardiomyocytes by laser scanning microscopy, we found a significant increase in cell length and thickness by ~50%. The cell length increased from 118.6±1.9 μm to 189.8±4.6 μm, and the thickness increased from 20.7±0.7 μm to 30.1±1.3 μm (p<0.05). In conclusion, these data indicate that the infarct was successfully induced and that MI rats were characterised by a remodelled myocardium three months after the operation.

Region-specific expression profiles upon myocardial remodelling. Control and remodelled MI hearts were dissected into atria (A), the right ventricular free wall (RV), interventricular septum (S), and the posterior/inferior part of the left ventricle (LV) omitting any scarred tissue. Proteins of these regions were analysed using two different chip surfaces, an anionic (SAX) and a cationic exchanger array (WCX). Both chips revealed several differentially expressed proteins in a molecular mass range between 3 and 56 kDa (Tables I and II). To note, protein down-regulation occurred more frequently than protein up-regulation. Furthermore, we noticed striking region-specific changes. With both chip surfaces, we found that the right ventricle was most affected by the infarct (Table 1). Among all protein peaks detected on...
the SAX chip (low molecular weight range), 33.9% showed a significantly altered expression level. In the other three heart regions, the respective fraction of differentially regulated proteins was clearly smaller (2-6%). In conclusion, the infarction induced dramatic alterations of protein expression in the non-infarcted right ventricle whereas the left ventricular response was much less pronounced and of a similar intensity as observed in the atria.

To identify some of the differentially regulated proteins and thus to gain insight into the molecular mechanism of the cardiac remodelling process in the different heart regions, respective protein extracts were separated by 2-DE. Protein spots were excised and subjected to in-gel digestion with trypsin. Finally, proteins were identified by analysing respectively generated fragment masses on the ProteinChip reader. Among ~40 unambiguously identified proteins, three
proteins, TIM (EC. 5.3.1.1), αB-crystallin, and RKIP/PEBP corresponded well to significantly differential signals detected in prior ProteinChip analysis (Fig. 1, Tables II and III).

The enzyme triosephosphate isomerase 1 (TIM) appeared to be down-regulated only in the atria and in the left ventricle (p<0.05, see arrows in Fig. 2). In the right ventricle as well as in the interventricular septum, this enzyme was not differentially regulated compared to the corresponding regions of the control hearts (p>0.2). The heat shock protein αB-crystallin was significantly up-regulated in the working myocardium of both ventricles (p<0.05, Fig. 3). In the interventricular septum and in the atria, up-regulation was less pronounced and did not reach statistical significance at p<0.05 (p=0.11 and p=0.06, respectively). Expression of the cell signalling protein RKIP (or PEBP) was down-regulated only in ventricular tissues (p=0.003 in RV, p=0.028 in S and p=0.06 in LV), but clearly not differentially regulated in the atria (p=0.8, Fig. 3). These results show that cardiac adaptation upon myocardial infarction requires expression profile changes that are strictly specific for each of the different heart regions.

Discrimination of normal and remodelled heart tissues by SELDI-MS. By evaluating only one relative value for the expression level of a given regulated protein such as TIM or αB-crystallin, an assignment of ‘normal’ or ‘remodelled’ of a single biopsy sample from the heart is quite complicated. There is a considerable natural variance in protein expression in normal hearts, and more importantly, control samples of remodelled hearts are usually not available for a direct comparison. We tried to classify the rat ventricular heart samples as ‘normal’ or ‘remodelled’ simply by evaluating the ratio of the peak intensities of an up-regulated versus a down-regulated protein. Fig. 4 shows the expression patterns of all left ventricular samples of control and remodelled MI rats on the SAX chip between 19.0 and 22.0 kDa, comprising peaks for αB-crystallin at ~20.13 kDa and for PEBP/RKIP at ~20.99 kDa. When comparing the ratio of both peaks for control and the MI hearts, we found that in all 11 samples from the MI rats, the signal at ~20.13 kDa was larger than the signal at ~20.99 kDa (Fig. 4, right). In 9 out of 13 control samples, both peaks were either of similar intensity or the respective ratio was inverted with the larger signal at 20.99 kDa (Fig. 4, left). Thus, 20 out of 24 samples from the left ventricle (~83.3%) were correctly diagnosed when assuming that the peak ratio at 20.13:20.99 kDa is >1 in MI and ≤1 in normal hearts. Only four control hearts (* in Fig. 4), but no MI heart were incorrectly classified. As shown in Fig. 5, similar results were obtained when analysing the corresponding profile of the right ventricular samples: 17 out of 22 samples were diagnosed correctly (~77.3%) with only 1 out of 11 MI hearts classified as ‘normal’ (* in Fig. 5, right).

Discussion

In the present study, we applied the ProteinChip® technology (SELDI-MS) to investigate differentially regulated proteins upon myocardial remodelling in a rat infarct model. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first report on the application of this novel high-throughput technique for the analysis of proteins differentially regulated in remodelled versus normal hearts. In each of the functionally distinct cardiac regions, we obtained specific protein profile alterations (Table II, Figs. 2 and 3). Noticeably, most alterations were found in the non-infarcted right ventricle. Down-regulation occurred more frequently than up-regulation of protein expression (Tables I and II). First attempts to identify differentially regulated proteins revealed the identity of three of the affected proteins (Table III, Fig. 1).

SELDI-MS, a powerful method to identify differentially regulated proteins in different heart regions and cell types. Despite some technical limitations associated with the SELDI-MS approach (see below), this method offers several advantages over other proteomic techniques. The straightforward and fast sample preparation procedure in combination with the automated high-throughput processing of the chip
spots allow the handling of a large sample number. Moreover, SELDI-MS technology is characterised by an extreme low sample requirement in the nanomolar range (21). For the analysis of complicated organs such as the heart, such a fast and sensitive proteomic method is particularly important. The heart consists of a variety of functionally different regions and cell types that may specifically respond to the requirements associated with the cardiac remodelling process. As shown in the present study, the four different heart regions developed specific protein patterns (Table II, Figs. 2 and 3), e.g., triosephosphate isomerase (TIM), a homodimeric enzyme catalysing the interconversion of D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate, was down-regulated only in the left ventricle and in the atria, but not in the right ventricle or in the interventricular septum. At the same time, cell signalling protein RKIP/PEBP was down-regulated only in ventricular tissues, but not in the atria. These data suggest that, upon cardiac remodelling, both metabolic and cell signalling pathways undergo a distinct adaptation in the different heart regions.

We suggest that for a better understanding of the complexity of the cardiac remodelling process including functional implications of the discovered changes in protein expression, it will be challenging and vital to identify specific protein profiles and biomarkers in the different heart cells and tissues, including epicardial and endocardial cells, sinus node cells, Purkinje fibers as well as fibroblasts and blood vessels. Since SELDI-MS allows the analysis of respective protein profiles using few cells, and in combination with dissection techniques such as laser capture microdissection, cell-type specific investigations of cardiac remodelling hold much promise.

Role of cell signalling protein RKIP/PEBP in heart failure. In contrast to TIM and αB-crystallin, the differential regulation of RKIP/PEBP upon myocardial remodelling has not been observed previously by other proteomic methods. Interestingly, the observed pathophysiological down-regulation of this cell signalling protein can explain the pronounced reduction of positive inotropic effects of β-adrenergic receptor agonists in the failing heart, and complements previous in vitro studies (28,29). Upon protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent phosphorylation, RKIP/PEPB dissociates from Raf-1 and blocks G-protein-coupled-receptor kinase 2 (GRK-2), thereby preventing the inactivation and internalisation of activated G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR, 29). Consequently, down-regulation of RKIP/PEBP results in restrained β-adrenergic signalling, as shown recently by in vitro gene

Figure 3. Differential regulation of αB-crystallin and Raf-1 kinase inhibitory protein/phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein (RKIP/PEBP) in four different heart regions. Representative SELDI-MS profiles from SAX-chip surface captured proteins are shown between 18 and 22 kDa. Signals corresponding to αB-crystallin and RKIP/PEBP at 20.13 and 20.99 kDa, respectively, are marked by the dotted line. Up- or down-regulation in remodelled heart regions is indicated by the respective arrows. A, atria; RV, right ventricle; S, septum; LV, left ventricle.
silencing experiments (29). This effect is intensified by down-regulation of β1-receptor expression as previously reported (28). At the same time, the resulting disinhibition of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade may activate the transcription of the respective genes. Whether or not down-regulation of RKIP/PEBP can be linked to the up-regulated proteins reported in Table II or in other genomic/proteomic studies remains to be investigated.

Strong alteration of protein expression in the non-infarcted right ventricle. The number of differentially expressed proteins was much higher in the right than in the left ventricle (Tables I and II), suggesting that long-term adaptation mechanisms upon cardiac infarction mainly concern the right ventricular chamber. Larger volumes in the left ventricle combined with its global dysfunction (26) could result via an increased hemodynamic pressure in the pulmonary circulation system to an increased afterload in the right ventricle, thus creating a strong hypertrophic stimulus. Supporting this view, Anand et al (26) found for the same animal model that the increase in myocyte length and width in MI hearts was more pronounced in the case of right ventricular myocytes compared to cells from the left ventricle. Our protein data are also supported by a previous study using DNA microarrays (13). These authors compared gene expression in the left and right ventricle of MI rats and found a stronger right ventricular response. They also noticed that down-regulation of gene expression occurred more frequently than a respective up-regulation. A preferred down-regulation of protein expression in ventricular tissues was also reported in several previous proteomic studies on dilated cardiomyopathy or pacing-induced canine heart failure (reviewed in refs. 12 and 14). Although the physiological meaning behind this phenomenon remains to be elucidated, collectively these data suggest that diseased cardiomyocytes enhance important cellular processes such as stress response at the expense of minimising other less important pathways.

Figure 4. Consecutive SELDI-MS profiles of the left ventricular proteins obtained by the SAX-chip surface (middle range). Upon up-regulation of αB-crystallin and down-regulation of RKIP/PEBP in the remodelled left ventricle of MI rats, the signal at 20.13 kDa (αB-crystallin) became larger than the peak at 20.99 kDa (RKIP/PEBP) in all 11 investigated samples. In contrast, the peak ratio at 20.13:20.99 kDa was ≤1 in 9 out of the 13 investigated control hearts. In the remaining 4 control hearts (*), the peak at 20.13 kDa was only slightly larger compared to the signal at 20.99 kDa. Nearly 83% of all investigated left ventricular samples were correctly diagnosed when assuming that the peak ratio at 20.13:20.99 kDa is >1 in MI and ≤1 in normal hearts.

Figure 5. Consecutive SELDI-MS profiles of the right ventricular proteins obtained by the SAX-chip surface (middle range). Due to the simultaneous up- and down-regulation of αB-crystallin and RKIP/PEBP, respectively, the signal at 20.13 kDa (αB-crystallin) became larger than the peak at 20.99 kDa (RKIP/PEBP) in 10 out of 11 MI samples, similarly as observed for the left ventricular tissue. Again, nearly 77% of all right ventricular samples were correctly diagnosed when assuming that the peak ratio at 20.13:20.99 kDa is >1 in MI and ≤1 in normal hearts.
Limitations of SELDI-MS for studies on cardiac protein profiles. At the present state of the SELDI-MS technology, some special features limit the application of this method for the discovery and identification of differentially regulated proteins in the diseased heart (22), similar to other analytical proteomic techniques. First, a complete coverage of the proteome is currently impossible. The range below 30 kDa is particularly well resolved, but the signal number in the higher molecular weight range is strikingly lower. Available chip surfaces obviously do not allow for the appropriate binding/separation of all proteins in the heart extract. Second, large signals for abundant proteins may interfere with the identification of less abundant proteins of similar molecular weight. Third, low intensity changes are probably not often recognised despite their possible physiological importance. Although all experimental steps such as animal husbandry, isolation of the hearts and protein extracts were performed comparably, we still observed a protein profile variability among both control and MI rats. In the present study, we used between 9 and 13 hearts for each group. The discovery of low intensity changes may require significantly higher animal numbers.

Clinical implications of SELDI-MS for diagnosis and prognosis of heart diseases. Despite these limitations, there is currently no other proteomic method that allows a similarly efficient high-throughput generation of cardiac protein profiles using such a small sample size. Therefore, SELDI-MS may become a useful complementary technique for the diagnosis and prognosis of cardiac diseases. For instance, this technique may permit a fast characterisation of biopsy material taken from the diseased hearts of patients. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for control and MI rat hearts, even a simple material taken from the diseased hearts of patients. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for control and MI rats, even a simple comparison of two peak intensities resulted in a correct diagnosis in nearly 80% of all hearts investigated. A consideration of further peak alterations in combination with data evaluation by bio-informatic tools may yield valuable diagnostic or even prognostic parameters in the future. Moreover, meaningful protein profiles or markers of heart failure might be also discovered in serum samples from patients with heart disease. Finally, we suggest that the rat infarct model in combination with SELDI-MS should allow a high-throughput testing of drugs for therapeutic approaches or even a temporal protein profiling leading to the identification of novel biomarkers of acute myocardial infarction.
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